
Chess Tournament FLAMPARK 7 - Regulations

ORGANIZER

Wałbrzych Cultural Center

DATE

13/05/2018 (Sunday) 10:00 am

VENUE 

Wałbrzych, ul. Wysockiego 29 (Former Mine)

SYSTEM OF PLAY

Pairing: FLAMPARK, 8 rounds, time control: P-15’ + 5’’

PARTICIPATION 

The tournament is open to all players. The number of players is limited to 128.
You can register on the website http://flampark.pl or by e-mail flampark@aires.pl

ENTRY FEE

20 PLN (born in 2000 and younger 10 PLN)

STARTING RANKING

It is assumed the FIDE ranking of classic chess, then rapid chess and further owned categories: I-1825, II-1650, III-1500,
IV-1350, V-1200. A player without FIDE rating and category declares the starting ranking.

RESULTS ASSESSMENT

Percentage result + (Rc-1000): 8. Unplayed games are omitted.

SCHEDULE

9:00 - opening of the office

9:00 – 9:45 - registration, confirmation, entry fee payment

9:45 - closing the list of players

9:45 - 10:00 - briefing, generation of all rounds pairing, printing and distribution of player cards

Rounds: 10:00, 10:40, 11:20, 12:00, 12:40, 13:20, 14:00, 14:40

15:30 - results announcement and prize ceremony

PRIZES

a) main prizes from I to XX place:

4000 PLN, 3000, 2000, 1000, 800, 600, 500, 400, 300, 250, 200, 180, 160, 150, 140, 130, 120, 110, 100, 100

If the average ranking of TOP-10 players is lower than 2495, the first three prizes will be reduced to 3000 PLN, 2000 and
1500. The other prizes will not change.

b) rewards for the progress. The entire amount obtained from the entry fees will be divided between players who will 
improve their starting ranking. The amount of this reward will depend on the improvement scale and ranking of the player.

The prizes are not added up, the higher value is taken.

The best ladies receive in addition to the prize: 150 PLN, 100, 50.

ADDITIONAL REGULATIONS

The main referee will be IA Rafał Siwik.

The tournament will not be subject to FIDE ranking.

The current FIDE rules and PZSzach Chess Code are valid in the tournament.


